This Study Deals with the Shift of youth language in facebook. The Objective of the study are to find out the types or character of youth language in facebook status, to find out the dominant type of youth language in Facebook status, and to describe the implication of the most dominant type of youth language in facebook status. This study was conducted by using descriptive qualitative method. The data was collected from the facebook status in two separate weeks. The data was analyzed by the type of the newest youth language (Bahasa alay). The findings found that there are four types of the writing of bahasa alay that are usually used in the status and they are additional letter 15 status (32, 61%), put capital letters among the letters in a word 4 status (8, 69%), Alay terms 19 status (41, 36%), replace letter with number 3 status (6, 52%). Sometimes the facebook user combine the style and the percentation of the status with the style combination is 10, 88% (5 status). The use of alay term is the most dominant in the whole status. It is happened because each time the new language appear there will be new terms occur, and usually people choose to use the new terms to disguise the real meaning or to express their idea by their own way.